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NEW VENTILATION EFFICIENCY SCALES 

BASED ON SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION 

OF CONTAMINANT CONCENTRATION 

AIDED BY NUMERICAL SIMULATION 

S. Kato, Dr. Eng. S. Murakami, Dr. Eng. 

ABSTRACT 

Three new scales for measuring ventilation efficiency in a room are defined in order to 
evaluate the distributions of "ventilation effectiveness" at each point in a room. Ihey 
are calculated based on the distributions of contaminant concentration in a rQom, ... 

1. SVEl ( Scale for Ventllatlon Efficiency 1 ) : the spatial average of contaminant 
concentration in a room where contaminants are generated at a single-point source. 
It is a function of position, because the averaged value differs according to the 
location of each source point. Ibis value is defined as a representative of spatial 
distribution . · · 

2. SVE2: the mean radius of contaminant diffusion in a room. It i8 defined as the 
standard deviation of contaminant distribµtion. It is also a function of position 
and is defined as another representative of spatial distribution . 

3. SVE3 : the concentration at a given point in a room, where the contaminant is 
uniformly generated throughout the room. . 

SVEl and SVE2 for one point are calculated fr'om the distribution of contiaminant. 
concentration where the contaminant source is located at the point in questi_on. Therefore, 
SVEl and SVE2 for all points are obtained by changing the position of the source point to 
include the entire space. In order to confirm the usefulness of t)lese new scales, the 
characteristics of ventilation efficiency in an actual conventional flow type of:clean 
room are analyzed by these scales, which are given by calculating the results of three
dimensional numerical simulation of flow a.ad diffusion field based on the k- E two;. 
equation model. 

INTRODUCTION 

The major object of ventilation in a room is to replace contaminated air with fresh clean 
air as quickly as possible. The air exchange rate has been wideiy used as an overly ,simple 
measure of the efficiency of this process. However, while the air exchange rate docs 
explain the overall ventilation effectiveness i n a room, it does not represent th,e 
ventilation efficiency at each point . If the air exchange rates at each point ar-e 
conceived imaginatively , their values are sure to be influenced greatly by the airflow 
l?attern . The efficiency of contaminant exhaust and the movement of fresh air tq t.he point 
in question differ according to the position of the point within the flow l ield (cf. 
figure 2). As there are many fie.Ids of high technology in which strict contamination 
control is required. clean rooms are now in wide use. In order to achieve stringent 
control of the environment, it seems requisite to· deal with the velocity and diffusion 
field distributions within the room rather than with the overall ventilatfon effectiveness 
as .before and also to clarify the ventilation efficiency at each point within a room. 
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In this study; in order t<? evaluatf~ the ventilat~on eff~ciency at each J?Oint within :a 
room, three new scales are defined. Thelr usefulness is examined by calculatlng the values 
of the three scales for all.points within a conventional flow type of clean room in actual 
use. 

METHODS IN PRESENT USE FOR ASSESSING.VENTiLATIQN- EFFICIENCY 
• 7 r 

~jJ.': 

. There are many varietie~. of m~~hods or concepts for de::iigi;i.ing ventilation :;£9·r,_e.xani~"te, 
( 1) air exchange rate.;'", (2) ~ffective method of exliausti~n; cont.arninatl.ts:· wi~h least 
dispersion: and {3) efrective method of supplying fresh a.tr · to the r·equi~d· 'lfrea with 
least contamination . The latter two require methods for predicting and contro ltl"ing the 
velocity and diffusion fields . in a t-00111, The new concc;:P.t of ventq.ation eff~~.iency to be 
proposed here also requires evaluatio_n of . . the velocf\:X and co'gtaminant distribution 
fields. Huch resear;<;l;t has already been _car·r:t,,eq out. in ~,ti.ts area ~ Three approaches have 
b7en 1:1sed; ( 1-). mult·~-C::e~~ air diffusion theory (e.g., S~aret and l1athis~pt 1983J; ( 2) age 
distribution . theqry (e,g. , Chen 1969; Sandberg and SJoeberg 1983): ,' artd · (3) "'numerical 
and experime~t~l study :or flow and ~iffusion fields ( M~rakami, .et a f. 1983: Ishizu and 
Kaneki 1984: J:tu.rakami ajid Kato 1986; Kato and Mura~mi 1986') . . 

, • I • • • .._ ,t 

The former two ·approaches, mult icell air diffusion 'theory and age distribution 
theory , are very useful in ,,comprehe!"ding' overall ventilation effectiveness in a room. 
However, those theories do hot deal directly with the spatiAl distributions of velocity 
~nd cont~minant. Sqch met.b<:>d~ thus have b9th merits an<J demerits. It is convenient to be 

~~:~ .. :~ f~_?' l~~:: .. ::'~~-=-~~a:~o~ -~~~~~1e~~Y;.:~~ t~~~=- ~;~.:~:~~~-?f . .?-!1~1r~-~n~ _ t~e -~:~wJ ~ i~~~:-
tJ'C:~Gu .• ,::. -~ c...'Au;;; - ,uc:c...:;,u.,c:un;;a.1 . ._ "" O.&.aG.1../.::J,1...:;;ii , ~, .... ~1.1-e "-!-1.&&.C~ 1-.&.&.111~1.1~.&.vua..L a..a..L.&..&.vn .a.u a 1.vv111 .&.~ Y~&J 

tedious wor~. However, the mQst £ilqdamentat_ and mo!:?t important procedure, anallzing 
pr.~cisely the characteristics of the . flow field and· the spatial di&,tribution o the 
coritaminan~, ·re~ins to be clarifi~~· . ·' ' , . 

At present, the dev~lo.p,ment of an anemometer that can d~s·clrn the ·pomponents of 
turbulent flow. (Murakami and l;omine 1980) and also the dev~lofm~nt of numerical 
simulation for ·turb'ulent flow . enable us to precisely arlalyze the f ow fi~ld in a roqm 
(Murakami, et al. l987). Therefore, it has become po!;!sible to analyze the contaminant 
diffusion field with consideration for details of the airflow pattern. In a'Qalysis of 
contaminant diffusion, spatial distributions of contaminant concentration are very useful 
for designing room ventilation systems, especially for cases in which the contaminant 
source point is previously tletermined. From examining such a spatial distrt-bution of 
contaminant concentration, one can know which area is dangerous because ,_,f 1ii~hly 
coptaminated air and ·what &ir e'ltc1!attge tat::e" is" needed in. even the most contaminated area 
for: a given air qua1ity standard to be :S'Stisfied. -" 1' • 

_j -. 
The spatial distributions of contaminant concentration give the hlost fundEimental: and 

direct information on ventilation efficiency: ( 1) the concentration. near the contaminant 
source tells us whether or not the ventilation near that area is sufficient, and .(2) the 
distribution pattern of concentration in the room tells us where the contaminants remain 
unexhausted and where the contaminants are exhausted smoothly. . . , , 

However, the analysis of the spatial · distribution pattern of co·ntaminant 
concentration possesses the fol lowing defects: ( 1 ) Because the ·distribution is given 
according to an individual source p0int, it depends on the.position of the contaminant 
source. (2) There seems to be no ~ecisive . and simple index .. that represents the ventilation 
efficiency based on the spatial distfibutions of contamihant. (3) No methods have been 
proposed to integrate those different distribution patterns for each point in a room. 

NEW CONCEPT OF VENTILATION EFFl;CJ.:ENCY 

As mentioned above, the spatial distribution of contarilinant concentration well reflects 
the characteristics of the flow field and its ventilation effectiveness. In order to deal 
with the spatia:l· 'distribution of· .contaminant it!'O'ncentnltion, the airflow in a room is 
assumed to be in cf!\ steady state and the d:l:1i'fo.si6n P'rocess of contam uonts is also ass ·imcd 
.t,.o 19·e stationary. In t his case, ·cootal!li'rfairtts .are, of cource, geltera ted constantly,,, :.Ebe 
foHowing are required 'for .the ne~. ventil!ation efficiency scales: · .:. :-•• 

'."'{I 



·.!. ,, . . l. The scales must necessarily .·and sufficiently repr~sent the characteristics of the 
spatial distribution of contaminant concentration for each contaminant source 

\' 

,•. 

·' 

point. ~-· ., 
2. A simple and universal method for quantitatively expressing the distribution 

pattern of contaminant must be derived. 

The . contaminant diffusion pattern varies with the different contaminant source 
points. If the contaminant source point is diff.erent, . the. concentration a_t the point would 
be different even though the' contaminant generatidn rate ' .is the same. Therefore, the 
concentration at one point alone should not be related directly to the universal scale of 
ventili;t.tion efficiency. However, if pne wants to relate~ the spatial distribution of 
contal1)iila.n~ · t;:oncentt:"ation . to the scale of ventilation efficiency, there are at least two 
methQ~s . . t?~ heart of the concept is how to realize the universality of the contaminant 
source. · · ' 

1. One solutio~' is the. ,idea of a generS'.lized contaminant source i . that is, for 
evaluating the ventiiation efficiency, only one distr .. ~~ution o'f contaminant 
concentration for the 'generalized contaminant generatio sh_ou:,ld be dealt with . The 

, . generalization of contaminant source should be realized in th'is study by the uniform 
generatio~ of contaminants throughout the room. I .a tbj..s '· con.did:o.~, the different 
contaminant distributions given by different room · shapes or diffe~~nt ventilation 
systems could be compared and assessed on a common evalu'~tion bas'is, which is the 
the uniform generation of contaminant throughout the room. And this concentration at 
each point may be relatable to the scale of the ventilation efficiency at the point. 
This idea is defiried here as "Scale "for Ventllatlon Efficiency 3," as shown later 
(cf. Figures lS..2.P). . . · · :-· . . 

2. The other solution is t'o realize the .uniyersality o'f cont'aminan~ generation by 
integrating and synthesizing the distr,ibuti'ons given at each source pbint in the 
room. If the charac.terist:ics of the dis~r'i~ution .pattern of the contaminant can be 
expressed by quantitative· param·eters, t,l:ie 'l. integration and synthes~zation of the 
'd~ffe:ent. distribution patterns . can . be a9bieved by· obtai11iD:g .. the _, s~ati"?-1 
d1str1but1on of those parameters . In this proc~sS' ; t.be contaminant ' source ·point 1s 
moved through0,y.~ the room and the universal i.ty of . !'.;Ont.aminant 1•cncration should be 
realized.'· Thi'~. quantitative parameter, whicl~ .r.epre-sents the distribution pattern, 

. may be. relat~ble. to .the ventilation efficiendy"' a ; · the poin~ . In t .his study'. two 
- types , of distr1but1on . moments are used for representing 'the contaminant 
#strihution. By this method, Scale for Ventllatlon Efflclei1cy 1 and 2 will be 
defined later (cf. Figure~ 9-11, 12-14). 

Home.nc Exoansion 
., 

.:. , ," { ''..t. I 

Generally, the distributi«l'rt function cannbe '.~]fpanded by_ the moment sedes. Thus, the 
spatial distribution of contaminant concentra.tion can also.,, be ,e.l(.panded by the moment 
series. The distribution function of contaminant concentration is transformed into the. 
Fourier transformation . 

. . I . 

Cdk)=f .cx>Cx( )()e .,.2i7tkX dX ( 1) 

here, c ( )() " concentration at : ··x(x;y,z') .c: ( ~ . = Fo.uri.f?r transformat.~on of Cx ( X) 
:.Xi = imagihary unit A 

= position vector~ ( X, Y, Z) 
:) k · ~ wave number Vector ( kx , kv , kz ) 

·' ~he right-hand term ofl: Equatio~ l leads to Equation7 2 and to 3. 

ct ( k) = J vc X)cx ( x) ' 
• e-2i7tkx·X. e2i7tky·Y • e2iJtkz·Z dX 

2:(-2i7tkX) 1 

Ct(k) =--...... u--- 2: (-2i 1l ky)'" 
ml 

2:(-2i7t·kz)" 
n. 

( 2) 

(3) 

: ~quation 3 expresses that the Fourier tr:anstorm~~ion of contaminant dist'ribution, ct (kl , . 
·.ls ·expanded with the series in which the momenhs, of• the contaminant distribution, 

·- f vpqX' ·:,Y"·Z" Cw(X ) ·,QX , area thRi.r coefficients. Thus, the moments of. the dbtribution 
determine the Fourier transformation of ·the · distribution an'd a,lso determine ·the 
distribution itself. ·· 
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Low Order Moments 

In this study, the low order moments of the spatial distribution of contaminant 
concentration, which are most important, are used for the scales of ventilation 
efficiency. 
(1) zero-th moment (amount of contaminant within .the space) 

Co = f v c x , C ( X ) dX I-• - ·• " . ... , ·')•:C (4) 

(2) first moment (center of gravity of the contaminant distribution) 

X0 = J vc X> X • C( X)dX / Co (5) 

(3) second moment (square of standard deviation of the contaminant distribution)· ;,. 

X, 1 = f vcx>(X-Xa) 1 
• Cx(X) dX /Co (6) 

Ihe meaning of the moments shown above ara explained in Figure l hr comparing them to 
those of the probability density function of turbulence velocity.fluctuation. 

DEFINITION OF VENIILAIION EFFICIENCY SCALE AND IIS PHYSICAL MEANING 

Scale for Ventilation Efficiency l (SVEl) 

The first scale for ventilation efficiency (SVEl) is the spatial average of the 
~::~t::::;i..,au:t. ~vuceut~a.tiuu. wh:i..:h ~ut-t--=:sPuuU~ to the zero-th momene of the ciia~tribution 
function divided by the · room volume. This spatial average of concentration is made 
dimensionless by dividing by the average concentration ~t exhaust. · 

SVEl(Xs) .. C0 (X 1 )/(CsfvcodX) 
here, C5 = q/Q 

C0 ( X1 ) = f- v co Cx ( Xs , X) dX 
SVEl{Xs) -)=scale for ventilation efficiency J at the position of ' Xs· 

Distribution of SVEl (Xs) i s obt ained by scanning the whole space by 
changing the position of the contaminant so}.i_rce . ··' 

Cx ( X,, X) kg/m1 )"' the contaminant concentration at X, with the contaminant < 1 

generation at source point X5 • ~. , · · :'"-'· 

q . 
Q c, 

{ kg/s) =· generation rate of contaminant. ·· 
(m'/s)= airflow rate . 
(kg/m')= Ibe r epresentative concentration (Qqual to the average concentration 

at exhaust) . 
. . r 1 

. l SVEl, the spatial average of .
1

concent:,r'ati.on , expresses the time contaminantS:: stay in a 
room. In a situation where the contaminant' generat i on and exhaust are stationary, the 
averaged concentration itt the space seems ·to be exactly proportional to the averaged time 
the contaminant stays in the room. Ih!? meaning of this condition will be eas.Uy explained 

. by what follows. Figure 2 shows the variation of SVEl according to position . If ,.. .tbe 
contaminants are generated near the exha~st , at point C, the contaminants are smoothly 
exhau!;lted and the spatial average c_oncentration may be expected to be small . However, if 
the contaminants are g~nerated within the reci rculating flow, at point B, the contaminants 
are likely to stay longer in the room and the s pa tial average concentration value will 
increase, in spite of the constant generation and constant exhaust of contaminant.~ If the 
contaminants are gener,ated in the s upply jet, the contaminants diffuse ~~11. The 
concentratio,n of contaminant in the room be~omes uniform and approaches the value of · one. - .. 

It should be noted that the concentration of contaminant is dimensionless. And in a 
situation where th,e contaminant is mi xed with air prior to arrival at the ~supply jet, the 
aver age spatia,l ' concen·t .ration is equal to 1 . The condition'" where contaminants are 
completely m~x~d -'with air i s the ·standard condition· ·for the contaminant .diffusion field. 
Therefore, it' the 'value i!3 '6elow l , i t means tha t the ventilat ion efficiency .ii:n '' the room 
is rel~ive'l'y good and that the contaminant is likely to be easily exhausted·. lf it 
exceeds - l , 'it m~ans' .that the ventilation efficiency is relatively poor and thit the 
contaminant is likel{ t;q rstay longer in the .,,room. ' 

··' - . .. 
The SVEl at -~e point is calculated from the distribution of contaminant 

concentration where · the contaminl\Ot squrce :l.s located at; the point i n question·:.· f:igure 8 
shows an example· of t,he distribution , ~here ~ontaminants 1fre · g~nerated at: the · CE!rtter o'f the 
.room. In this situ!L.~ion, t;he SVEl defin~-ff. - at · the- · source point .:is obtai.ned . The 



distribution of SVEl is obtained by scanning the whole space by changing the position of 
the source point. Figure 9 shows an example of the distribution of SVEl .. Here, more than 
100 cases of contaminant distributions are sinn1lated. 

j • 

Scale for Ventilation Efficiency 2 (SVE2) , .. 
Ihe second scale for ventilation efficiency (SVE2} is the square root of the second 

moment of the contaminant concentration. 

here, X0 (X 5 )" fvcx,X• C11 (X,,X)d'VC0 (Xs) 
SVE2(X5 )(m)=. Scale for Ventilation Efficiency 2 at the position X5 • 

Distribution of SVE 2 (X 1 ) is obtained by scanning the whole space 
by changing the position of the contaminant source. 

X0 (X 1 ) (m)= The center of gravity for the contaminant distribution. 
As is shown in Equation 11 1 this term is defined as the 

moment of the distribution. 

( 10) 

' ( 11) 

first 

SVE2, the square root of the second moment of the contaminant distribution, expresses 
the mean radius of contaminant diffusion. In the calculation of the second moment of the 
concentration, the center of gravity of the concentration distribution is set at the 
origin of the coordinates . The distribution of SVE2 is obtained by scanning the whole 
s~ace by changing the position of the source point . Fi&ure 12 shows an example of the 
distribution of SVE2. Here, more than 100 contaminant distributions are simulated. 

Because the concentration distribution is three-dimentional, six components of second 
moments are obtained: three are normal moments and three are cross-moments. In thi.s study, · 

·the resultant radius , which is the square root of the sum of three normal second moments, 
is used for the mean radius of diffusion. 

In the condition where concentration is uniform in a room, that is to say, the 
standard condition' for the contaminant diffusion field, contaminants thoroughly spread 

and diffuse into the room. The value of SVE2 become very large. The minimum possible 
value of SVE2 is, of course, zero. Figure 2 shows the variations of SVE2 according to 
position. If the contaminants are 'generated near the exhaust, at point C, the contaminants 
are exhausted without diffusion. In this case, the value of SVE2 is expected to be small. 
However, if the contaminants are generated at the supply outlet, the contaminants spread 
and diffuse throughout the room. The SVE2 is ex.pected to be the largest . 

Scale for Ventilation Efficiency 3 (SVE3) 

The third scale for ventilation efficiency (SVE3) correspqnds to the mean traveling 
time <required by the supplied air mass to r¢ach the point . concerned. It is defined as -the 
concentration in the case of uniform contamina.nt generation ·throu.ghout a room. 

. . . . 
·, SVE3'(X) = C1 ' (X)/C• . - " - '· 
(here, C5 =- q/Q ·, -- .. · · 

. · · SVE3(X) ( - ) = Scale for Ventilation Effidency 3 at ~sition X. 
C,( (X) ( kg/m') = the contaminant concentration in case of uniform contaminant 

. generation throughout a room. The amount o'f contaminant generation 
rate is q. ·i 

.,, . 
svE3, the concentration with uniform contaminant generation, is the index that shows 

how lonl? the fresh clean air 'travels through the room before it readies the point 
in question. . .. 
. In a situation where the contaminant is generated uniformly and continuously 
thr01.~ghout a room, the air mass from a supply outlet is gra.dualiy. c¢ntaminated as it 
trave1$ ip tb:e room by ·· being mixed with the generated contStminants. I ts '. concentration may 
be r~garded as proportional to the time elapsed from when the air mass leaves the supply 

:· olljtilet until it reaches the point . Therefore, in the case of_ upj,form and continuous 
·! 9oq~inant generation throughout the reom, the concentration at 

1 
th~:·point corr8$ponds to 

the mean traveling time of the supplied air mass to the point concerned. It may be noted 
that there would be many passages from the supply outlet to the ·ppint concerned so that 
t.he tra,veling time :from the supply to the pcHnt would_ vary accord.fog the pa.th taken. All 

f air masses, regardless of the path taken, are· mi?(ed a1t the point concerned and . form the 
t i;neao concentr:ation• at. Jthe1 lJoint. From thiSl poin'f' of . view, the COIJ~f;!ntration at the point 

will co.rrespond to ·the 'mean1> travel time of .the supply air mass (cf . Appendixes ) . 



CALCULATION METHOD OF THREE SCALES OF VENTILATION EFFICIENCY AND !HEIR DISTRIBUifON 
·-I 

Utilization of a super computer is the most effective and almost the '"only method by which 
to analyze the large number of spatial distributions of contaminant given for each 
contaminant source . A super computer makes it possible to simulate those distributions 
numerically using the turbulence model. Figure 3 illustrates the process of calculating 
the three scale~:n of ventilation efficiency and their distributions . 

Io begin with , three- dimensional numerical simulation of room airflows are conducted . 
Usually airflow in a room is turbulent . Therefore, one should conduct the simulatiop for 
a turbulent flow field . ln Table 2, turbulence model equations {k- £ two - equation model) 
are tabulated. Using Equations 1 to 5, the mean (time averaged) turbulent field is 
obtained. In order to calculate the spatial distributions of contaminant concentr:atj,on in 
a room, it · is necessary to obtain the distributions of air velocit;£, U4 a~~· i.eddy 

, viscosity, they are also calculated from Equations l to 5 . In this S-tudy, -' numerical 
simulation is performed by the finite difference method . As tlurakami et tll. ( 1987 ) have 
confirmed, simulations correspond well to measur ed res ults of real airflow in rooms . From 
the numerical results of airflow simulations, and solving Equation 6 in Table 2 that is 
a transport equation for contaminant concentrat ion, one can calculate rather eas i l y'.' the 
spatial distributions of contaminant concentration corresponding to each source j>9int . It 
has also been confirmed that the correspondence between nuf'(lerical s i mulation ' of the 
spatial distribution of contaminant concentration and experimental results are good 
{Murakami et. al. 1987) . · 

After the spatia l distributions of contaminan t are obtained, the three scales of 
ventilation efficiency and their distrioutions are calculated by the following processes: 

1 . SVEl and SVE2 , which are scales for vent i lati on efficiency at .the point of the 
contaminant source, are to be calculated from the soatial distri hnt-.i_nn l')f 
coataminanc concentration . -

2 . The distributions of SVEl and SVE2 are obtained by scanning the whole space by 
changing the position of the source point . . · · . . ·· 

3. The distribution of SVE3 can be obtained by simulating the distribution of 
contaminant concentration, in this case , ' the contaminants being ·generated uniformly 
throµghout the room. -

EXAMPLE OF APPLICATIONS 

In order to examine the usefulness of ~hese. new sca)es for ventilation efficiency (SVEl, 
SVE2, and SVE3) , the properties of ventilation efficiency in an actual conventional flow 
type of clean room are analyzed. 

·-

Model Room Used 

Three different flow fields .("Case l, Cas~, 2, and Case 3) are analyzed. The geometry 
of the clean room is shown in f J.gure 4 . l .n Case 2 and Case 3, some supply outlets or 
exhaust inlets are closed, and' .their inlfoence on the ventilation effeativ~ness is 
evaluated using the t.hr~e new. sc~.les. The specifications of each supply and exhaust 
condition are presented in Table 1. 

Numerical Simulation of Velocity Distribution 

The numerical s i mu a.ti.on~ are b~sed on the k- £ two-equation turbule nce model as 
shown in Table 2 . The flow field i n the room i s divided into mesh systems (26><21 >< 13) and 
sol1ed by the' t inite diff,erenc.~ .. niethod . I .he boundary conditions used are shown i n Tabl e . 3 . 
The· details of simulation f<;illow Murakami, et al. ( 1987). The results for velocity 
distribution,s are shown in Fi gures 5. , .$ and 7 respectively. The velocity ve7tors i n .. the 
vertical sectional planes of X ~3 . 8 m (a), Y=l . 8 m (b) , and Y=3 . 4 m (c) arc illus trated. 
Iho'se in the .horizpntal sectio'nal pl~f!e 0 . 7 m {d} above the floor. are· a l so shown . The 

· rising streams are observed at .the center of the room and near the wall. It appears that 
· · t he combination of the supply jets and these rising flows forms large recirculating flows 

·;,, i n the room. ' 

Example of Distribution of Contaminant Concentration with Point Source 

The new scale for ventilation efficiency (SVEl, SVE2) is obtained by calculating the 
disttibution of contaminant concentration for one source point. The distribution of SVEl, 



., 

2 is giv,en by scanning the whole area by changing the source point throughout the room. An 
example ·of the· spatial distribution of contaminant corl'centration in Case 1 is shown in 

_ Fi!,rure 8. In this case, the contaminant source point is located at the center- of the room 
· (0. 7 rri above the floor). The results of the distribution of contaminant'. couccutration are 

1.llustrated by nond}mensional forms, which are divided by the representative 
concentration, namely. the value at the exhaust inlets. Ihe contaminants are convected up 
to the ceiling by the ~ising streams at the center of the room. Iha,; concentration of 
contaminant becomes very large in these regions. 

; .· 

The Distribution of Scale for Ventilation Efficiency 1 (SVEl) ~ , 
__ , .... 

-Ihe ., d'istributions of scale for ventilation efficiency (SVEl} · for each· flow condition 
ati{ 'sbown i~ Figures 9, 10, and 11, respectively, which illustrate the distribution of the 
nond~mension~l spatial average of the contaminant diffusion. At each case, it is shown 
that SVEl takes a higher value (1.5 to 2.0) at the central area of the room and takes a 
low~r value (under 0.5) near the exhaust inlets . For most of the room, SV~l is higher than 
1. o:· Although the value of SVEl has a close relationship to the distance from the exhaust 
in. le. ts. , the supply jet region has little influence on the value of SVEl, and there are few 
chang~s in SVEl in the supply jet region. Comparing the result of Case 3 to the others , in 
whicn t:wo supply outlets at the center of the room are closed, it is shown that the 
ventilation efficiency of Case 3 is rather poorer than that of the others because a hi gher 
value of SVEl is observed in the room. In Case 2, in which the number of the exhaust 
inlets is reduced, SVEl takes a relatively smaller value than in the other cases, except 
for the area near the closed exhaust inlets. It is curious, however, that in the 
horizontal plane shown here, the airstreams toward the exhaust inlet become strong·- and the 
contaminants are rather smoothly exhausted. In this way, SVEl represents well the change 
of ventilation efficiency corresponding to the change of ventilation systems. 

Ihe Distribution of Scale for Ventilation Efficiency 2 (SVE2) 

Ihe distributions of scale fo~ ventilation efficiency . (SVE2) for each flow condition 
are shown in Figures 12, 13, and 14, which illustrate the distributions of the mean radius 
of contaminant diffusion given for each source point throughout the room. The value in 
these figures represents the mean radius of diffusion. When it has a larger value, it 
means that the contaminants diffuse more widely. It is shown that the variations of SVE2 
in space are relatively smaller than those of SVEl. SVE2 takes a large value (about 2. 5 m) 
at the center of room and takes a small value (about 0.5 m) near the exhaust inlets. In 
cas7 3, where two supp~y outlets _are closed, the mean radius of diffusipn uniformly takes 
·a higher value ( 2. 5 m) ln most regions of t~e room. , 

·.' 

The Distribution of Scale for Ventilation Efficiency 3 (SVE3) 

The distributions of scale for ventilation efficiency (SVE3) are s hown in' Figures 15, 
16, and 17, which illustrate the distribution of the mean travel time for supply air mass. 
The values in these figures represent the · nondimensi'onal contaminant concentration in the 
case· of the contaminants being uniformly generated throughout the room . The higher value 
of . SVE3 means that fresh air frorit the sup'ply outlet; t.!l.ke~ ·8:. ) dnger time to r !!Ach the 
poiltlt, so the chance of being contaminated becomes htj,gfter : F1gi. r s 15, 16, and 17 show the 
distributions of SVE3 at the horizontal section (at 0. -7 m above the floor), which is the 
same section where the distributions of SVEl and SVE2 are shown . The values of SVE3 are 
small at the supply jet regions and are large at the corners of the room , but ,the'\ VAlues 
just under the supply outlets seem to be rather· high in s p f.te of the fresh air being 
supplied directly. This result shows that the supply _ jet i s likely to induce the air and 
contaminants surrounding it. The distributions of 'SV)!'.3 .in othe.t vertical planes in . Case l 
are shown in Figure 18'-(a), (b), whose section i s located at _ti. be center of the roof!.1 . The 
value of SVE3 is high near the ceiling. This result m~ans ' that ,it tA;l<ci~ a relat'ively 
longer time for supply air to reach the area near the . ce! ling. The .dis t;.ributions of SVE3 
near the ceiling in each case are shown in Figures 18 (.c), 19, and 20 . 'The. value of SVE3 
is uniformly high around the supply outlets . Although these values arc about 1. 0 iQ Case 
t-, they are more than L 2 in Case 3 where two s upply outlets are closed. In Case 2, where 
two exhaust inlets are closed, these values are more than 1 . 5. These results show that 

· reduction of supply OU.tlets or exhaust inlets makes ventilation efficiency worse. It t.akes 
much longer travel time for fresh air to reach the circumference of supply outlets. 

\ .. ~ 

.. •ti>. 



CONCLUSIONS 

In order to evaluate the ventilation effectiveness in a room by numerical simulation, new 
scales for ventilation efficiency (SVEl, SVE2, and SVE3) are proposed. Their physical 
meanings and the method of calculation of their scales are explained. The new scales for 
venti.la.tion effdciency proposed in this paper a.re: 

1. SVEl .. ~Sea.le for Ventilation Effic:iency 1), a spatial averag'e of contaminant 
· · - concentration in - a room . Its value is defined at the point where the contaminant is 

generated as a point source. The distribution of SVEl is given by changing the source 
point throughodt·the room. 

1t'. 2 . SVE2 : a mean radius of diffusion contaminant dispersion in a room. It is also 
defined at the point where the contaminant is generated, and its distribution is also 
given by the same means as SVEl. 
3. SVE3 : .a concentration value of each point in a room, where th~ .cont.aminant is 
uniformly generated throughout the room . . · :, , 

In order to confirm the usefulness of these new scales for ventilation efficiency, 
the characteristics of ventilation effectiveness in a conventional flow type of clean room 
are analyzed using these new scales . The results a.re as follows . ( l) First a.rid· second new 
scales represent well the difference of ventilation efficiency that is cause(l 1'by changing 
the number of the exhaust inlets and the supply outlets in th~ same room . (2) These new 
scales represent well the influence of the position of the contaminant source on the 
cleanliness qf the room air. (3) The third new scale· represents well the mean travel time 
of clean air from the supply outlet . It is easy to know which position in the room is far 
from or clos~ to the supply outlet from the viewpoint of airflow passage. 

NOMENCLATURE 

c. 
c~ 
C, 
l 

k 
k. 
k 
l 
L. 
L, 
p 

,a 
R, 
R. I 

SVEl 
SVE2 
SVE3 u,v,w 
u 11U I u. 
x 
Xo x. 
K. 
p 
1l 
lJ 
lJ 

<J1. "" 
... f• . . 

= empirical constants in turbulence model (cf. Table 2) 
= contaminant concentration 1 

= zero-th moment of contaminant distribution (amount of contaminant within 
space) . 

= representative concentration defined by that of exhaust outlet 
(ratio of contaminant generation rate to air supply -volume rate) 

= contaminant distribution function 
= Fourier transformation of Cx · 
= the imaginary unit, ·· ./=1" · 
= turbulence kinetic energy 
= boundary value for k of inf low 
= wave number vector 
= length scale of turbulence 
= boundary value for L of inflow 
= representative length defined by width of supply outlet 
= mean pressure 
=production rate of(contamina.nt· 
= airflow rate 
= Reynolds number, R. =U ,L,/v 
= turbulent Reynolds number , R • . =U.L, / v , 
= scale for ventilation efficiency 1 !cf . Equation 7) 
= scale for ventilation eff i ciency 2 cf . Equation 10) 
= scale for ventilation eff i c fency 3 cf .Equation 12) 
= X, Y, Z components of velocity vector 
= components of velocity vector 
: ~epresentative velocity defined by inflow air velocity 
= posit:i:en vE!ctor · 
= positfon of'\ center of gravity 
= mean radius of diffusion 
= von Karman constant, 0 .4 
= fluid density 
= the ratio of the circumference to its diameter 
= molecular kinematic viscosity 
= eddy kinematic viscosity 

<J ,= turbulence Prandtl/Schmidt number of k, E , C (cf. Table 2) 
l 
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APPENDIX 

The Scale for Ventilation Effiqiency 3 is related to. the travel time of su-pply air by a 
trans~ort equation as follows. If the airflow in a room may ·be ·assumed to be laminar, the 
distribution of the travel time of a marker that ha.s no inertia -is Expressed as equation 
A-1 (Matsumoto et al . 1985). 

aru.1ax1 = I, · 
I ( s) = marker' s travel time from supply 
U1 (m/s)= flow velocity (i=X,Y,Z) 

(A-1) 

I, (-)= generation term (=1) 

Airflow in a room is usually turbulent. Reynolds average operation for Equation A-1 
leads to Equation A-2. 

r 



a < r >< u, > / ax, = - a < r · u, · > / ax, + r, 
( ) = ensemble average operation. 

' =~ -fluctuating value. 

~
I) = ensemble average of I. 
~ 1 ) = ensemble average of U 1 • 

= fluctuating component of I (=I- (I) ) 
U 1 ' = fluctuating component of U 1 ( =U, - ( U 1 ) ) 

In E.quation A-2, if one approximates the correlati~n between fluctuating time and 
velocity using the gradient transport hypothesis, A-2 leads to A-3. 

a <I><u, >/ ax, =a1axl ( v ,/u, J ar;ax,} +I, 
v 1 = turbulence eddy viscosity 
<! 1 =turbulence Schmidt number of I ( ~1.0) 

(A-3) 

Equation A-3 is the same as the transport equation of scalar quantity at the 
turbulence flow field . 

TABLE 1 
Specifications of Model Clean Rooms 

Room Number of Number ot !Supply-- Airflow Generation rate Remarks 
type supplies exhausts velocity rate of contaminant 

rate(m/s) (m'/s) (m'/s) 
Case 1 6 4 1.0 2. 46 2.46 Basic type 
Case 2 6 2 1.0 2.46 2.46 Closing two exhausts 

at diagonal position 
Case 3 4 4 1.0 1.64 1.64 Closing two supplies 

on the center of room 
,~Supply outlets 0.64><0.64 m2 , exhaust inlets 0.54><0.54 m2 

TABLE 2 
Two-Equations Model (Three-Dimensional) 

(1) C.Ontinuity equation 

(2) tlomentwn equation 

(3) Transport equation 
for k 

( 4) !ransp;>rt equation· 
for: E 

(5) ·Equation for deciding 

(6) C.Oncentration equation 



) 

ClJ Supply C>.itlet : 
boundary 

(2) Exhaust Inlet : 
beundary 

('3) Wall boundary : 

> • 

TABLE 3 
Boundary Conditions for Numerical Simulation 

lit - 0. 0 , Un - U out , k - 0. 005 , L • 0. 33 , C - Q, 0 . 
suffix t: tangential component , n : nonnal component 
Uout : Supply outlet velocity , U out• 1. 0 \ 

Ut-0.0, Un•Uin• 8k/8Z•0.0, 8£/8Z•0.0 ., 8C/8Z•O.O 
U in: Exhaust inlet velocity , in case of lypeZ : U in • 1. 0 

8U/8Z 2 • 0 -mUt 2 .,./h, Un•O. O, 8k/8Z-0.0, 8C/8Z•O.O 

[ u2 ] [C 114 ] E :i• h - Co k :z• h I o K. h 
h : l.e.ngth from th~ wall surf ace to the center of the adjacent cell 

m : 117 , Power law of profile Ut cc z• is asswred here. 
K. : 0. 4 , von l~annen constant 

·~ · 

If 



probability f(u) 

velo~ity u 

zero-th moment f f(u)du=l 

first moment f uf ( u) du=U 0 

(mean velocity) 

second moment f (u-U 0 ) 2f(u)du=ii1 

(variance) 

concentration'C(X) 

f C(X)dX=C 0 

/~)dX=Xa 
. 0 

distance X 

(the center of gravity) 

J (X-Xa) 2 Cg) dX=X! 

(square of mean radius of qiffusion) 

T~.•- ~ __ ._! __ ~I\ -- .,~L- ________ ..) .. __ L_ ...._L_ ,. _____ _! __ ..1..!_ .. ___ ~1- ~_! 

J..L i;.u~ .LUUl.:~.LUll .L \ u I 1.:uu.a.u LI\:: a.::o::oui=u i..v u.:: wit: \1a.u.::o:o.a.a.u u.a.::oi.L .a.uu.i...a.uu 1 

the probability of finding u(t) between U0 -JUf and U 0 +~ is 68%. 
If the concentrat~on distribution C(X) could be assumed to be the Gaussian 
distribution, the quantity of the contaminant between X0 -X, and Xa+X, 
is 68% of the amount. 

Figure 1 Correspo11de11ce of the co11ce11tratio11 distribution of co11tami11a111 to the 
probability density function of velocity 

~ :. 

supply exhaust 
• Contaminant source point A 

f2A- --cm.-=> . ~ ·· 
-· --- VJ mean radius. of diffusion : large -

B 

spatial average concentration . 
~ concentration in exhaust 

• Contaminant source point B 
mean radius of diffusion : large 
spatial average concentration 

> concentration in exhaust 
• Contaminant source point C 

mean radius of diffusion : small 
spatial average concentration 

« concentration in exhaust 

Figure 2 Co111ami11a111 di/ fusion field of co11.\'la11t co/llami11a11t procl11ctio11 
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START 

1 · Numerical simulation of flow field 

Save flow field data 

distribution of velocity vector 

and eddy viscosity 

------------ - --------~ 

• k- E two equation ·, 

turbulence model 

• Results of three-dimensional 

numerical sinnilation 

for flow field 

Next contaminant point source ~--'--• Scanning the whole space 

2 Numerical simulation of diffusion 

field for point source contaminant 

No 

Save diffusion field data 

distribution of contaminant 

concentration 

---..-+ 

L-----------

. ":· .. 

3 Calculation for spatial average 

concentration for each source point 

4 Calculation for mean radius of 

diffusion for each source point 

5 Swmnation of distribution of 

contaminant concentration 

for each source point which 

corresponds tO distribution 

of contaminant concentration 

in case of uniform contaminant 

generation throughout room 

.:..l 

END 

• ~ransport eqiiation of 

passive scalar quantity 

• Results of three-dimensional 

numerical simulation for 

diffusion field 

Distribution of SVE 1 

(spatial average concentration) 

Distribution of SVE 2 

(mean radius of diffusion) 

Distribution of SVE 3 

(average travel time 

from supply outlet) 

Figure 3 F/0111 chart of calculalio11 method of scales of ve111ilatio11 efficiency 
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Case 2 
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exhaust inlet 
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(a) pla11 

Case 3 
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(h) section at Y=J.4m 

Vertical sectional 
plane Y= 1 '.Sm 

Vertical sectional 
plane Y=3.4m 

..,,/::.._ _____ -"-....... -'------_/ horizontal sectional [unit: m] 
~y plane H=0.7m 

( c) isometric perspective 

Figure 4 Room model (conventional flow type clean room) 
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( d) horizontal section ( H=0.7m) 

Figure 5 Velocity vectors i11 Case J 
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Figure 6 Velocity vectors i11 Case 2 
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Figure 7 Velocity vectors i11 Case 3 
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(a) horizo11tal section ( H=0.7m) 

(h) vertical section (X=J .8m) 

(c) vertical section (Y=3.4m) 

Fi1<ure 8 Distrihution of co11tami11a111 co11ce11tratio11 

(source point: at 1hc cc111cr of room) 
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horizo111al sec1io11 -H=0.7m ,,. 

( Dislribulion of spalial average cm1ce111ratio11 for each source poi111) 
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Figure 9 Dis1ribu1io11 of SVE I in ·Case 
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horizontal section H=0.7m 

' Figure JO Distrihutio11 of SVE I in Case 2 
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lwriz01rtal H'cti1111 ll=l/.7m 

Figure II Distribution of Sl 'E I in Case 3 
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horizontal sect.ion H=0 .7m 

(Distribution of mean radius of diffusion for each source point) 

Figure l .l Distribution of SVE l in Case I 

Figure /J Distribution of Sl'E l in Case l 

hori::ontai sectimr H=U .7m . . ' 

Figfm' 14 ' Di:ltrihution of SI .E 2 in Ca.fr J 
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( Distributioi1 of co11tami11a11t cu11ce11tratio11 in case uf wt·if orn1 co11tami11a11t 
pruductio11 throughout room) 

Figure 15 Distributio11 of SVE 3 i11 Case I 

Figure 16 Distributio11 of SVE 3 i11 Case 2 

Figure /? Distribution of Sl-E 3 iii 'Case 3 



(a) vertical section X=3.8m 

horizomal section H=2.5m . , ... 

(b) vertical section Y=3.4m Figure 19 Distribution of SVE 3 in Case 2 

( c) horizolllal section H=2.5m horizolltal section H=2.5m 

Figure 18 Distribution of SV E 3 in Case l Figure 20 Dislributivn of SVE 3 i11 Case 3 


